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ABSTRACT
Localization theory is employed to investigate the impact of statistical varia-
tions in material parameters and lumped-element values on the transmission
properties of transmission-line based metamaterial structures. The theory
yields closed-form expressions for the calculation of the propagation constant
of the disordered structure that are shown to provide an accurate alterna-
tive to the more expensive Monte Carlo approach. Application of the theory
to the investigation of transmission properties of a negative refractive index
structure demonstrates its use for expedient assessment of the impact of sta-
tistical variations in unit cell length and the values of the lumped inductive
and capacitive elements used in the definition of the structure. These results
are then employed to develop a tool to analyze the effects of disorder on
Veselago lenses performance. Finally, the localization theory is extended to
the study of the electromagnetic properties of structures that do not lend
themselves to modeling in terms of lumped circuit elements.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Periodic structures are commonly found in microwave devices and integrated
circuits, for example Bragg-gratings, polarization converters, microstrip me-
ander lines, and the class of structures that will be studied in the present
thesis, metamaterial structures. The special electromagnetic attributes of
these structures are controlled, in part, by the uniformity of the electro-
magnetic properties from one unit cell to the next throughout the device.
However, the manufacturing process induces variability in the material and
geometry, which may result in undesirable degradation in the performance
of the structure.
While Monte Carlo methods are the natural candidates for the quanti-
tative assessment of the impact of such variability on the electromagnetic
attributes of the structure, an alternative, more efficient approach is possible
and is presented in this thesis. This approach makes use of the Anderson
localization theory, which has been widely employed in the structural dy-
namics community (see, for example, [1], [2], [3]). The result, as described in
detail in [3], is a statistical analysis framework for the expedient assessment
of how material and geometric randomness in periodic structures and the re-
sulting disorder of their periodicity degrade the frequency selectivity of their
response. This degradation manifests itself in terms of an effective average
attenuation per unit cell of the transmitted wave.
In this thesis, this theory is employed to investigate how periodicity dis-
order due to statistical variation in the length of the unit cell and the nomi-
nal values of the lumped circuit elements of negative refractive index (NRI)
transmission-line based metamaterial structures impact their intended be-
havior. Besides, the formulation is extended to the solution of complex
structures making use of finite elements methods for their discrete model-
ing.
Chapter 2 presents the mathematical framework for the investigation of the
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impact of random disorder on the attributes of periodic structures. This is
followed by a brief overview of negative refractive index (NRI) metamaterial
structures and the application of localization theory to analyze their electro-
magnetic performance. Numerical results are discussed and compared with
Monte Carlo simulations as well as the ideal non-disordered case. The impact
of material disorder to the performance of Veselago lenses is examined next
as an application of the results obtained for disordered metamaterial struc-
tures. The thesis concludes with an extension of the proposed methodology
to the propagation of waves in more complicated periodic structures that
exhibit material and geometric complexity such that their analysis requires
the discretization of Maxwell’s equations using the method of finite elements.
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CHAPTER 2
LOCALIZATION OF WAVES IN PERIODIC
STRUCTURES
In the present chapter, the mathematical framework of a probabilistic method
proposed by Cai and Lin [3], employed to study the statistical variations in
periodic structures, is presented. The method calculates the average ex-
ponential decay rate of a wave transmitted through a disordered periodic
structure.
Localization theory predicts attenuation of electromagnetic waves as a con-
sequence of disorder of periodicity independent of the dissipation in the sys-
tem [1]. The energy injected into one end of a disordered structure will not be
able to propagate arbitrarily far, but will be confined to the region near the
input, i.e. spatially localized [1]. The proposed framework is based on the
localization theory and the ideas put forward by Cai and Lin [3] for modeling
disorder in the periodicity of the structure.
2.1 Formulation
Consider the n-th unit cell of a periodic structure depicted in Fig. 2.1. The
transmission properties of the cell can be quantified in terms of the transfer
matrices relating the output currents and voltages to the input currents and
voltages. Section To is the unit cell for the ideal structure without variability,
while P (n) is used to capture the perturbation of the ideal unit cell introduced
by the variability in the n-th cell.
The ideal matrix [To] is then diagonalized to transform vectors [In, Vn] into
wave vectors [an, bn], where an represents a wave traveling to the right, while
bn represents a wave traveling to the left. The matrix representation is shown
in Fig. 2.2 and is mathematically expressed as follows:
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Figure 2.1: Unit cell of a periodic disordered structure.
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Figure 2.2: Wave vector representation of the n-th unit cell.
[
a2n
b2n
]
= [D]−1 [To] [D]
[
a1n
b1n
]
= [Qo]
[
a1n
b1n
]
(2.1)
where the columns in the transformation matrix [D] are the eigenvectors of
[To] [3], and [Qo] is a diagonal matrix whose components relate the wave at
the output of the ideal unit cell with the input wave, introducing a magnitude
and phase change:
[Qo] =
[
λ 0
0 λ−1
]
=
[
e−jβd−αd 0
0 ejβd+αd
]
(2.2)
And for the perturbation we have
[Q (n)] = [D]−1 [P (n)] [D] (2.3)
No damping is considered in the ideal structure; however, it can be easily
included in the analysis.
Following the formulation presented by Cai and Lin [3], the overall transfer
matrix [QT ] for a chain of N cell units is obtained by a consecutive product
of N matrices [Q (n)][Qo].
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[QT ] = [Q (N)] [Qo] [Q (N − 1)] [Qo] . . . [Q (1)] [Qo] (2.4)
Scattering matrix [ST ], defined in [3], provides a relevant physical insight
into the problem since its coefficients correspond to the reflection and trans-
mission coefficients of the propagating waves for the overall structure. The
overall scattering matrix is[
b1
aN+1
]
= [ST ]
[
a1
bN+1
]
=
[
S11 S12
S21 S22
][
a1
bN+1
]
(2.5)
Assuming there is no reflection for cells n ≥ N + 1, the second row of (2.5)
results in
aN+1 = S21a1 (2.6)
where S21 represents the transmission of the wave moving to the right. A
propagation factor of the wave is then defined through the equation
γ = lim
N→∞
1
N
ln (S21) (2.7)
Clearly, this propagation factor represents a measure of the phase shift and
attenuation in the disordered structure per unit cell. While standard Monte
Carlo analysis may be used for the calculation of the propagation factor in the
presence of statistical variability, closed-form expressions for their calculation
under the assumption of small, moderate and strong reflections are possible,
as detailed in [3].
For the case of small reflections, the overall transmission coefficient S21 is
assumed to be the product of transmission coefficients of each perturbation
s21 (n) , and λ for each ideal section, resulting in
S21 ≈ s21 (1) s21 (2) . . . s21 (N)λN (2.8)
in terms of the coefficients of matrices [Q (n)],
S21 ≈ q−122 (1) q−122 (2) . . . q−122 (N)λN (2.9)
Plugging (2.9) into (2.7), we get [3]
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γ = lnλ−
∫
ln (q22 (x)) p (x) dx (2.10)
In the case of moderate reflections, reflections inside each unit cell are con-
sidered, in which case it is easily found that [3]
γ = lnλ− ∫ ln (q22 (x)) p (x) dx+∫∫
ln
(
1 + λ
2q12(x2)q21(x1)
q22(x2)q22(x1)
)
p (x1) p (x2) dx1dx2
(2.11)
In the above equations, λ is the eigenvalue of the matrix [To]. The term
lnλ is purely imaginary in the pass band for the ideal case (assuming a
lossless structure). The terms qij (i, j = 1, 2) denote the elements of the
perturbation matrix [Q (n)] = [D]−1 [P (n)] [D], where the columns of [D]
are the eigenvectors of [To]. Since the uncertain parameters are represented
as a mean plus a random variable, X (see (3.6)), qij are functions of X.
The term p (X) is the probability density of the random variable X and the
integration is carried out in the domain of random vector X (n) [3]. For the
case of moderate reflections, reflections between adjacent cells are considered.
Thus, two integration variablesX1 andX2 are present in (2.11) corresponding
to reflection coefficients of unit cells n and n−1. Since perturbation in every
unit cell is assumed to be described by unique statistics, these two variables
correspond to the same random variable X and share the same probability
density function (pdf).
2.2 Probabilistic Collocation Method
Equations (2.10) and (2.11) require an explicit expression of coefficients qij
in terms of the random variable, X. As shown in Chapter 3, such expressions
can be found in closed forms for some cases. However, for most practical cases
(see Chapter 5), it is not possible to find an exact relation qij = qij (X), for
i, j = 1, 2. A simple “brute force” Monte Carlo simulation is the first option
to describe the statistics of matrix [Q (n)]. However, a more efficient method
presented in [4], called the Probabilistic Collocation Method (PCM), is a
better option to characterize an output of a system in terms of a random
input. PCM creates polynomial models relating the uncertain parameters of
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the system to the outputs of interest [4].
Consider the output of a simulation denoted by q (x) . A Monte Carlo
simulation is computationally expensive to find each sample q (xi). If this
function q (x) can be modeled reasonably accurately by a polynomial qˆ (x), an
unlimited number of samples qˆ (xi) can be computed through a much smaller
set of simulations, namely, those necessary for identifying the polynomial [4].
2.2.1 Mathematical Description
The output variable, qˆ (x), is expressed in terms of a set of orthonormal
polynomials, hn (x). An iterative algorithm, given in [5] can be employed to
find such polynomials:
hn+1 = xh
∗
n − 〈xh∗n, h∗n〉h∗n − (〈hn, hn〉)
1
2 h∗n−1 (2.12)
The inner product operation is defined as follows:
〈g(x), h(x)〉 =
∫ ∞
−∞
f(x)g(x)h(x)dx (2.13)
where f (x) is the probabilistic density function (pdf) of variable x
h∗n =
hn
〈hn, hn〉
1
2
(2.14)
For convenience, set ho = 1.
PCM generates a polynomial of the form
qˆ (x) = q′o + q
′
1x+ ...+ q
′
n−1x
n−1 (2.15)
which can be represented in terms of the orthonormal polynomias defined in
(2.12):
qˆ (x) = boho (x) + b1h1 (x) + ...+ bn−1hn−1 (x) (2.16)
Evaluating expression (2.16) in the roots of hn (x) to employ Gaussian
quadrature integration (see 2.19)
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
q (x1)
...
q (xn)
 =

hn−1 (x1) · · · h0 (x1)
...
. . .
...
hn−1 (xn) · · · h0 (xn)


bn−1
...
b0
 (2.17)
After inverting this matrix we obtain the vector of coefficients of expression
(2.16).
{b} = [M ] {g} (2.18)
If ho (x) is defined to be 1, then bo is found to be
bo =
∫ ∞
−∞
f (x) q (x) dx =
n∑
i=1
fiq (xi) (2.19)
The weights fi are given by the last row of the matrix [M ]. Also, the variance
is found to be:
σ2g =
∫ ∞
−∞
f (x) [gˆ (x)]2 dx =
n−1∑
i=0
g2i dx (2.20)
Although it is not always possible to guarantee that the actual relationship
between the uncertain parameter and the output of interest is a polynomial,
results from Chapter 5 (see Fig. 5.5) show that the attenuation of a wave is
decently modeled in terms of a polynomial.
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CHAPTER 3
NEGATIVE REFRACTIVE INDEX (NRI)
METAMATERIALS
The special electromagnetic attributes of metamaterial structures are con-
trolled, in part, by the uniformity of the electromagnetic properties of the
structure from one unit cell to the next throughout the structure. For ex-
ample, in the case of Pendry’s split-ring resonator (SRR) [6] and the vari-
ous types of transmission-line based negative refraction index metamaterial
structures (e.g., [7, 8], [9]), variability in the material, geometric attributes,
and the values of the lumped inductors and capacitors from one unit cell
to the next may result in undesirable degradation in the performance of the
structure. In this chapter, a brief introduction to metamaterial structures
is presented, followed by the application of the statistical theory presented
in Chapter 2 to characterize the effects of disorder on the performance of
metamaterial structures.
3.1 Negative Refraction Index Transmission-Line
Based Metamaterials
In the 1960s, Veselago showed that materials with negative permittivity and
permeability are physically permissible and possess a negative index of refrac-
tion; he named this materials left-handed media (LHM) because the vectors
E, H, and k form a left-handed triplet [7]. In the present section, the physi-
cal foundations of a metamaterial structure proposed by Prof. Eleftheriades,
called negative refraction index transmission-line based (NRI TL) metama-
terials are described. Then, disorder is introduced in the periodicity of such
structures and the statistical method described in Chapter 2 is employed to
quantify the resulting degradation in their propagation properties.
One-dimensional wave propagation in a homogeneous medium can be mod-
eled by a transmission line structure with unit cell configuration as shown in
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dZ/2
Y
Z/2
Figure 3.1: Unit cell for a distributed transmission-line network. For
right-handed media, Z = jωL and Y = jωC and for a left-handed media
Z = 1
jωC
and Y = 1
jωL
.
Fig. 3.1. The circuit wave equation in the continuous limit is given by
∂2V
∂x2
+ β2V = 0 (3.1)
where the propagation constant is β = ±√−ZY . The effective material
parameters are expressed by
µ (ω) =
Z (ω) /d
jω
(3.2)
 (ω) =
Y (ω) /d
jω
(3.3)
A conventional right-handed lossless medium is modeled by a regular trans-
mission line shown in Fig. 3.1, with Z = jωL and Y = jωC, where L denotes
a series inductor and C a shunt capacitor. For this medium, the permittivity
and permeability are positive µ = L/d and  = C/d. Therefore, the propa-
gation constants and refraction index are positive β = +ω
√
µ = ω/vφ and
n = c/vφ > 0.
On the other hand, a left-handed medium is modeled by the circuit configu-
ration depicted in Fig. 3.1 with Z (ω) = 1/jωC and Y = 1/jωL. Employing
equations (3.2) and (3.3), we obtain negative values for µ and , µ (ω) =
−1/ω2Cd,  (ω) = −1/ω2Ld. This results in negative propagation constants
and negative refraction index β = −1/ωd√LC and n = −1/ω2d√LCµoo.
When such media are interfaced with conventional dielectrics, Snell’s law is
reversed. This structure is called a negative refraction index metamaterial.
A unit cell of a two-dimensional model is shown in Fig. 3.2, where a con-
ventional transmission line section is introduced between the series capacitors
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Figure 3.2: Unit cell of a two-dimensional periodic transmission-line based
NRI structure.
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Figure 3.3: Equivalent circuit of the n-th cell used for the modeling of
one-dimensional wave propagation on the structure of Fig. 1 in the
presence of statistical variability.
for a more realistic modeling of the actual structure [7, 10]. The presented
configuration provides a convenient framework for the review of the key steps
in the development of the proposed statistical analysis framework. Unit cell
disorder occurs through variability in the length of the unit cell, the prop-
erties of the transmission line, and the values of the shunt inductor and the
series capacitor. For the purposes of this thesis, we focus on excitations that
result in one-dimensional wave propagation along the x axis. The equivalent
circuit of Fig. 3.3 is used to represent the n-th cell of the structure with ran-
dom variability in each cell. Immediately recognized from this figure is that
the section To is the unit cell for the ideal structure without variability, while
P (n) is used to capture the perturbation of the ideal unit cell introduced by
the variability in the n-th cell.
The transmission properties of one cell can be quantified in terms of the
transfer matrices relating the output currents and voltages to the input cur-
rents and voltages for the two sections, [To] and [P (n)]. These are given
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by
[T ] = [T ]d/2 [T ]Y [T ]d/2 [T ]Z (3.4)
where
[T ]d =
[
cos (kd) −jZo sin (kd)
−jYo sin (kd) cos (kd)
]
,
[T ]Y =
[
1 0
−Y 1
]
, Y = 1/ (jωL)− j2Yo tan (kd/2) ,
[T ]Z =
[
1 −Z
0 1
]
, Z = 1/ (jωC) .
For the case of variations in the length of the transmission line, [P (n)] is
given by the transmission matrix, [T ]Xd, of a transmission line of length Xd,
where X is a random variable representing a fraction of the length of the
unperturbed line.
The impedance matching condition√
L0
2C0
=
√
L
C
, (3.5)
discussed in [10], was employed to eliminate the band gap between the first
two lowest pass bands of the structure. With these matrices defined, standard
microwave network analysis techniques are used to calculate the transmission
characteristics of a structure consisting of the cascade of N cells.
3.2 Numerical Studies
The purpose of the numerical studies presented next is two-fold: first, to
assess the accuracy of equations (2.10) and (2.11) through comparisons with
results from Monte Carlo simulations, and second, to examine the impact of
variability of unit cell length d and lumped reactive element values, L and
C, on the NRI attributes of the structure in Fig. 3.2 for the case of one-
dimensional propagation along the x axis. To describe statistical variability
of these parameters we make use of the random variable X (n), where, as
mentioned before, n indicates the cell number. For the purposes of these
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studies, the variable is taken to have a uniform pdf centered at zero with
standard deviation σ. Then, the variability of each one of the three statistical
variables in the unit cell is described by
κ(n) = κ¯ [1 +X (n)] (3.6)
where κ (n) stands for any one of the three parameters L, C, or d, and κ¯
denotes the mean value of κ.
3.2.1 Variability in Lumped Capacitance or Inductance
Values
We consider, first, the case where the value of the lumped capacitance or the
lumped inductance in the cell exhibits variability. When only C varies, the
impedance of the P (n) cell of Fig. 3.3 is Zp (n) = − 1jωC
(
X(n)
1+X(n)
)
. On the
other hand, when only L varies, the admittance is Yp (n) = − 1jωL
(
X(n)
1+X(n)
)
.
It can be shown that in the case when the pdf of the random variable X (n) is
symmetric and the impedance matching condition (3.5) is enforced, the same
propagation factors (2.10) and (2.11) are obtained for the two cases (provided,
of course, that the standard deviation and the rest of the parameters defining
the unit cell are the same). Therefore, the presented results are applicable
in either case when the inductance value or the capacitance value exhibits
variability.
Figure. 3.4 depicts results for the average attenuation factor calculated us-
ing the equation for small reflections and moderate reflections. The result for
the ideal case (absence of variability) is also included for reference purposes.
In addition, the result obtained using Monte Carlo for the case of a structure
consisting of 20 unit cells and utilizing 500 realizations is used to exam-
ine the accuracy of the small-reflections and moderate-reflections expression.
Clearly, the moderate-reflections expression is the one that is appropriate for
this case.
It is evident from these plots that the resulting disorder due to statistical
variability results in a finite attenuation in the pass band that needs to be
taken into account in defining the useful actual pass band for the structure.
Furthermore, it is evident from Fig. 3.4 (b) that the impact of statistical
variability is more severe for a larger amount of disorder, represented by a
13
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Figure 3.4: Attenuation factor in the presence of variability in the lumped
inductor or series capacitor with mean values L¯ = 1 nH and C¯ = 16.32 fF
and standard deviation σ = 0.15 (Plot (a)) and σ = 0.40 (Plot (b)). The
transmission line is lossless at characteristic impedance of Z0 = 350 Ω,
magnetic permeability µ0, relative permittivity r = 3.16, and d = 1 cm.
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pdf with larger standard deviation, σ.
Compared in Fig. 3.5 are the dispersion curves for the ideal structure and
for the structure in the presence of disorder due to statistical variability. It
is evident that, in the presence of disorder, the pass band is still closed as in
the ideal case, which is a desirable feature in metamaterial structures. Also,
new sets of evanescent modes are observed in the stop bands; however, such
propagation is accompanied by considerable attenuation as seen in Fig. 3.4
(b).
-4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4
1.3
1.35
1.4
1.45
1.5
1.55
x 10
9
f 
[H
z
]
β d [rad]
 
 
Disordered system
Ideal system
Figure 3.5: Dispersion diagram in the presence of variability in the lumped
inductor or capacitor (σ = 0.4). Mean values: L¯ = 1 nH, C¯ = 16.32 fF.
Transmission line parameters are the same as in Fig. 3.4
3.2.2 Variability in Length of Unit Cell
We consider, next, the case where the length of the unit cell exhibits statisti-
cal variability. In this case, matrix P (n) is given by a transmission matrix of
a line of variable length Xd. Based on the results above, the average propa-
gation constant is calculated using the expression that accounts for moderate
reflections.
Figure 3.6 depicts the average attenuation constant α of the disordered
structure for three different choices in transmission-line parameters Z0 and
average unit length d¯. Given that the average structure with attenuation
constant depicted in Fig. 3.4(a) is the same as the one with attenuation con-
stant depicted in and Fig. 3.6(a), a direct comparison can be made between
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the impact of variability in lumped element value and variability in unit cell
length on the transmission properties of the structure. Considering that less
disorder was introduced in the unit cell length than in the lumped elements,
for the given choice of parameters, variability in the cell length results in
higher attenuation in the pass band.
For the case resulting in the average attenuation constant depicted in Fig.
3.6(b), the characteristic impedance of the transmission line is reduced. It
is evident from the plot that in this case the attenuation factor due to the
variability in unit cell length of the structure is reduced. Finally, Fig. 3.6(c)
depicts the attenuation constant for the case of smaller average length of the
unit cell. Because of this reduction the pass band is shifted to the right at
higher frequencies. It is observed that in this case, variability in the unit cell
length results in less attenuation in the pass band.
The results from these two studies lead to the following comments about
the impact of parameter unit cell variability on the one-dimensional trans-
mission properties of the NRI structure of unit cell depicted in Fig. 3.2. The
transmission attributes of the structure exhibit higher sensitivity to disorder
due to random variability in the length of the unit cell rather than the vari-
ability in the values of the shunt inductor L and the series capacitor C. This
effect is less evident at low frequencies, where the small angle approximation
reduces the perturbed section of transmission line to a series inductor and
shunt capacitor, thus yielding similar results to those where lumped elements
have variability. Moreover, it was observed that the disorder-induced atten-
uation in the pass band is more severe for higher values of the characteristic
impedance of the line, Z0, and for larger electrical lengths of the unit cell.
16
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Figure 3.6: Average attenuation factor due to variability in the length of
the unit cell (σ = 0.05) with parameters: L = 1nH, C = 16.32fF and
Transmission line parameters: (a) Z0 = 350Ω, r = 3.16, d¯ = 1cm; (b)
Z0 = 50Ω, r = 3.16, d¯ = 1cm; (c) Z0 = 350Ω, r = 3.16, d¯ = 0.3cm.
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CHAPTER 4
VESELAGO LENSES
Veselago in 1968 became the first to investigate the foundations of mate-
rials with simultaneously negative permittivity and permeability [11]. He
called these materials left-handed media because the vectors E, H and k
form a left-handed triplet instead of the conventional right-handed triplet.
This is essentially the description of backward wave propagation. Veselago
also pointed out that two- or three-dimensional media supporting backward
waves are characterized by a negative refractive index, resulting in the rever-
sal of Snell’s law or negative refraction of an incident electromagnetic wave
[10]. Also known as metamaterial, this kind of dielectric is attractive due its
novel applications in optical and microwave devices like modulators, filters,
antennas [12] and superlenses [13].
A Veselago lens consists of a negative refractive index (NRI) slice with a
positive refractive index (PRI) medium on either side of the lens as shown in
Fig. 4.1. Consistent with phase matching, rays coming from a point source
located at a distance l from the PRI/NRI interface enter the NRI medium
with angles of incidence and refraction of opposite signs. Then, at some
distance beyond the lens the fields reassemble to a focus, and an image of
the dipole source appears [13]. Pendry discovered in 2000 that not only are
the propagating components of the waves reconstructed at the external focus,
but the evanescent waves also contribute to the resolution of the image, since
they are amplified in the NRI metamaterial. Pendry concluded that there is
no physical obstacle to perfect reconstruction of the image beyond practical
limitations of imperfections of the lens [13]. Besides the losses in the media
those imperfections also occur due to the effect of disorder in the lens. The
present chapter examines the effect of disorder in the focusing properties of
Veselago lenses.
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Figure 4.1: Veselago negative-refractive-index lens.
4.1 Super-Resolving Negative Refractive Index
Transmission-Line Based Lenses
Eleftheriades presents in [10] a detailed treatment of super-resolving nega-
tive refractive index (NRI) transmission line (TL) lenses where effects of the
periodicity and losses in NRI lens performance are discussed. His structure
consists of a NRI TL metamaterial, a unit cell of which is shown in Fig. 3.2 in
the middle of two transmission line meshes, which have the same structure as
the one depicted in Fig. 3.2 but without shunt inductor L and series capacitor
C. The following study introduces disorder in the negative-refractive-index
metamaterial and presents the effects on the lens performance.
Eleftheriades employs a two-dimensional model to find the Bloch impedance
and the dispersion equation and design the parameters of the lens for a fre-
quency range of isotropic propagation. In the isotropic case it is enough to
make the calculation along one direction, and then generalize to any direc-
tion of propagation due to the isotropic condition. Table 4.1 summarizes
Eleftheriades’ results for the NRI and PRI media, where g2 is the ratio be-
tween the thickness of the microstrip line and the size of the unit cell, d. The
numerical values employed in the design of the lens in the isotropic regime
are also included.
In order to obtain perfect imaging, two conditions must be satisfied: (1)
the two media must be impedance matched, and (2) the relative refractive
index has to be -1 with respect to each other. These conditions reduce to
the expressions [10]
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Table 4.1: Eleftheriades’ results for Super-Resolving NRI TL lenses and
numerical values employed in the design
PRI media NRI media
Impedance Zp =
Zo tan(βd2 )
tan
(
kpd
2
) Zn = Zo tan(βd2 )− 12ωCtan( knd2 )
Wavenumber
sin2
(
kpd
2
)
=
2 sin2
(
βd
2
) sin2 (knd2 ) = [sin (βd2 )− 12ZoωC cos (βd2 )][
2 sin
(
βd
2
)− Zo
2ωL
cos
(
βd
2
)]
Permittivity µp =
kpZp
g2ω
µn =
knZn
g2ω
Permeability p =
kpg2
Zpω
n =
kng2
Znω
Zo βd L C Lo Co ωop
150 Ω 0.2580 rad 21 nH 1.867 pF 5.6 nH 0.25 pF 6.9x109 rad
Zo√
2
=
√
L
C
(4.1)
tan
(
βd
2
)
=
1
4ωCZo
(4.2)
where Zo and β are the impedance and wave number of the transmission line,
respectively.
Condition (4.1) is the same impedance matching condition imposed in (3.5)
while condition (4.2) fixes the frequency of operation.
4.2 Homogenization of Negative Refractive Index
Transmission-Line Based Lenses
In the present section the electromagnetic properties (wavenumber k, permit-
tivity  and permeability µ) of an NRI-TL structure are extracted and used
to characterize a negative-refractive-index homogeneous medium. Employing
Maxwell’s equations and solving Sommerfeld’s integrals, the y−component
of the electric field produced by a line source over a negative-refractive-index
layer is computed in the image plane. The effects of the statistical variations
are observed in the half-power spatial-width of the field in the image plane,
which for the case of an ideal lens tends to zero.
The theoretical problem of the electromagnetic fields of a line source over
a M−layered structure is detailed in [14] and [15]. Their results, described
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Figure 4.2: Line source illuminating a Veselago lens.
below, are used to simulate the electric field in the image plane of Fig. 4.2,
which is parallel to the lens interface and contains the focus.
The y-components of the phasor of the incident electric field at the source
and at the image are given by the expressions [15]
Eincy = −
Ioµpω
4pi
∞∫
−∞
e−jkxx
kpz
dkx (4.3)
Eimagey = −
Ioµpω
4pi
∞∫
−∞
e−2jkpzl
kpz
T (kx) e
−jkxxdkx (4.4)
where the transmission factor T (kx) is given by
T (kx) =
2
j sin (2knzl)
(
µnkpz
µpknz
+ µpknz
µnkpz
)
+ 2 cos (2knzl)
(4.5)
The subscript n denotes NRI media while the subscript p is for PRI media.
The dispersion relation for each medium is
kpz =
√
k2p − k2x (4.6)
knz = −
√
k2n − k2x (4.7)
Special care must be taken when evaluating integrals (4.3) and (4.4) since
the integration is along the real axis which includes the poles, kx = ±kp. To
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avoid this problem, a vanishingly small loss is introduced in the PRI media
to relocate the poles slightly off the real axis (see [14] for details).
In the ideal case, we have: µn = −µp, n = −p, kpz = −knz, reducing the
transmission factor T (kx) to e
2jkpzl. Then, the image field and the incident
field at the source are identical. Also, due to impedance matching between
the PRI and NRI interfaces, there is no reflection thus, making the field at
the source exactly the same as the incident field.
4.3 Negative Refractive Index Transmission-Line
Based Lenses under Disorder
For the disordered structure we have studied in the previous chapter we have
found an equivalent propagation factor of a wave traveling along a given di-
rection. Since the structure is designed to operate in the isotropic regime,
the one-dimensional results can be employed to solve this two-dimensional
problem. From Chapter 3, we know that the wave number includes an atten-
uation factor due to the reflections produced by the disorder. In the bandpass
the disordered wave number is given by the expression
γ = jkideald+ j∆kd+ αd (4.8)
where j∆kd + αd is the deviation from the ideal, unperturbed system. The
attenuation factor, α, was previously computed as a function of frequency and
the results are shown in Figures 3.6 and 3.4. kideal + ∆k was also computed
and shown in Fig. 3.5. The attenuation, α, independent of losses, is produced
by the reflections that occur in the disordered system. This attenuation in the
metamaterial structure degenerates the field at the image plane, resulting in
the enlargement of the spatial pulse width and attenuation of its amplitude.
Table 4.1 shows the parameters of the NRI TL meshes for the ideal structure.
In the present case, variability in the lumped inductance was introduced with
the statistics described in previous chapter as shown in (3.6) and reproduced
in (4.9),
L(n) = L¯ [1 +X (n)] (4.9)
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where L¯ is the mean value of the series inductance, specified in Table 4.1,
and the statistics of X are given by a uniform probability density function
with zero mean and standard deviation, σ. The degradation in the image
is analyzed in terms of σ. For example, given a standard deviation σ =
0.1, the application of equation (2.11) with the parameters given in Table
4.1 results in an attenuation α = 0.0645 m−1. This attenuation alters the
electromagnetic properties of the ideal structure kn = −32.4849 − j0.0645,
µn/µo = −0.0719− j0.0001 and n/o = −27.6631− j0.0549, which are real
quantities in the ideal case.
Figure 4.3 (a) shows the results from (4.4) for three cases of disorder in
the nominal value of the shunt inductor. It is clear that the increase in the
disorder of the inductor degradates the image, attenuating it and increasing
its spatial pulse width.
4.3.1 Optical Transfer Function
Another way to quantify the performance of an optical system is the optical
transfer function (OTF) which is defined as the ratio between the spatial
Fourier transform of the image field and the spatial Fourier transform of the
incident field. For this case the OTF is the transmission coefficient given
by equation (4.5) times the factor e−2jkpzl. This transmission function that,
in the non-disordered case has a constant value of magnitude 1, describes
the transmission of each plane wave component, including the propagating
waves (real kz, kx < kp) and evanescent waves (imaginary kz, kx > kp) that,
as Pendry demonstrated in [13], are also recovered in the focus. Figure 4.3 (b)
shows that for a relatively low disorder (small standard deviation, σ = 0.05)
the lens transmits not only the propagating wave components (−1 < kx/kp <
1) but also some evanescent components, in the range 1 < |kx/kp| < 1.5.
However, when the disorder is further increased to σ = 0.1, this evanescent
spectrum is not captured in the focus and even the propagating waves are
attenuated by -4 dB when σ = 0.3. This analysis shows that the disorder
in metamaterial structures plays an important role in the performance of
Veselago lenses and needs to be taken into consideration in the design of
such lenses.
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Figure 4.3: (a) Magnitude of the electric field at the image plane for several
cases of disorder in the value of the lumped impedance. (b) Corresponding
optical transfer functions. The operating frequency fop is 1.1 GHz and the
thickness of the lens (2l) is 76 cm.
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4.3.2 Beam Degradation
Two important parameters of a Veselago lens performance are quantified in
Fig 4.4 (a) and (b). The spatial pulse-width of the beam which determines
the resolution of a lens is shown in Fig. 4.4 (a) in terms of the wavelength.
It is shown that it increases as σ increases; i.e., the resolution is diminished
with the presence of disorder. Another indication of the degradation in the
lens performance is shown in Fig. 4.4 (b), where the maximum amplitude
of the beam decreases as the disorder is increased. The degradation of the
beam rapidly increases for values σ > 0.1. Plots in Fig. 4.4 can be used to
fix thresholds to the disorder of structures for a given desired resolution and
attenuation of an imperfect Veselago lens.
We conclude that disorder in the periodicity of metamaterial structures
needs to be quantified and properly modeled in the design of metamaterial
enabled devices since it can have a detrimental effect on the device perfor-
mance comparable to that of losses.
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Figure 4.4: Degradation of the image for a range of standard deviations.
(a) Pulse width of the absolute value of the electric field from Fig 4.3, and
(b) maximum value of the normalized field.
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CHAPTER 5
FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS OF
DISORDERED PERIODIC STRUCTURES
Interconnect arrays are essential to integrated circuit design. These struc-
tures are usually sorted in a periodic fashion as seen in Fig. 5.1. Although
they are intended to be ideally periodic, the manufacturing process called
chemical-mechanical planarization (CMP) causes design variations due to
dummy fill insertion and dishing and erosion [16] which randomly alter the
interconnect cross-section of each wire, modifying its electromagnetic proper-
ties. In addition to process induced variability, variability due to changes in
operating conditions and even intended changes in the periodic pattern con-
tribute to further disorder of the interconnect array. Since high speed signals
propagate through these structures, the analysis of the interconnect array
is a good candidate to study the impact of disorder on their eletromagnetic
transmission attributes.
In the present chapter, an infinitely large periodic array of wires is studied.
First, a finite element method (FEM) for ideal periodic structures detailed
in [17] is presented. Variability in the periodicity is then introduced and the
theory of Chapter 2 is employed to find the attenuation constant due to such
disorder.
5.1 Finite Element Modeling of Periodic Waveguides
The electromagnetic properties of the periodic structure depicted in longi-
tudinal cross-section view Fig. 5.1 (b), are analyzed by employing a finite
element method formulation detailed in [17]. Propagation is considered to
be along x-direction, no variation along y-direction is assumed, and the top
and bottom arrays of wires shown in Fig. 5.1 (a) are approximated by solid
perfect electric conductor (PEC) layers. The air-filled unit cell is shown in
Fig. 5.1 (c), where PEC regions and its dimensions are indicated.
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Figure 5.1: (a) Periodic array of interconnets. (b) Side view of periodic
structure. (c) Unit cell with dimensions H = D = 1 mm, l = h = 0.2 mm.
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Manipulating Maxwell’s equations, it can be shown that in a source-free
medium, the electric field E satisfies the vector wave equation (5.1) [17]
1
µr
∇×∇× E− k2orE = 0 (5.1)
Toward the development of a finite element model, a standard Galerkin’s
method is followed [17]. Taking the dot product with the weighting func-
tions, w, integrating over the computational domain we obtain after some
manipulations the weak statement
∫∫
Sxz
(
1
µr
(∇×w) · (∇× E− k2orw · E)) ds−jωµo ∫
C
n×H·wdl = 0 (5.2)
The computational domain Sxz is discretized using triangle elements. The
boundary, C, for the line integral in (5.2) includes the left, right, top and
bottom boundaries of the unit cell. Top and bottom boundaries of the unit
cell in Fig. 5.1 (c) are perfectly conducting materials, and so is the center
wire. For these regions the boundary condition nˆ× E = 0 is applied.
The expansions for the electric field inside the domain and for the magnetic
field on the boundaries are given by
E =
N∑
n=0
wnxen , H =
Nhw∑
n=0
wnxhn (5.3)
where N is the number of finite elements in the domain Sxz of the unit cell
and Nw is the number of elements on the left and right walls. The basis
functions denoted wn are detailed in [18]. The vector xe, containing the
coefficients in the electric field expansion, is split into sub-vectors for the
field in the interior of the cell, and the field on the left and right walls xine ,
xle, and x
r
e.
xe =
 x
in
e
xle
xre
 (5.4)
As detailed in [17], expressions (5.3) are used into (5.2), to obtain the
following matrix equation:
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 S
in,in Sin,l Sin,r
Sl,in Sl,l 0
Sr,in 0 Sr,r

 x
in
e
xle
xre

= jωµo
 0 0 00 P 0
0 0 −P

 0xlh
xrh
 (5.5)
where
Sij =
∫∫
Sxz
(
1
µr
∇×wi · ∇ ×wj − k2orwi ·wj
)
dxdz (5.6)
Pij =
∫
C
n×wj ·widl (5.7)
Then, imposing the Floquet periodic boundary condition
xrh = e
−γDxlh, x
r
e = e
−γDxle (5.8)
the system of equations is finally reduced to a linear eigenvalue problem [17]
Λ [M1]x
l = [M2]x
l (5.9)
where
Λ = eγD (5.10)
xl =
[
xle
xlh
]
(5.11)
[M1] =
[
S ′l,l −jkoηoP
S ′r,l 0
]
(5.12)
[M2] = −
[
S ′l,r 0
S ′r,r jkoηoP
]
(5.13)
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Figure 5.2: Dispersion curve for periodic structure of Fig. 5.1.
[
S ′l,l S ′l,r
S ′r,l S
′r,r
]
=
[
Sl,l 0
0 Sr,r
]
−
[
Sl,in
Sr,in
] [
Sin,in
]−1 [
Sin,l Sin,r
]
(5.14)
By solving the eigenvalue equation (5.9), a set of N eigenvalues and their
respective eigenvectors are found. Then, eigenvalues with zero attenuation
are those that can propagate. Figure 5.2 shows the pass bands of the periodic
array. The dispersion curve relates the propagating modes with the frequency
of operation. As can be seen, for values of koD < 3.5 there is only one
propagating mode. In the present section, the localization analysis will be
performed in this single-mode propagation frequency range.
Attenuation in the ideal periodic structure is present only in the stop bands
as seen in Fig. 5.3 where well defined peaks in the attenuation constant exist
in ranges of frequency (koD =
ωD
c
) where the wave does not propagates, i.e.
βD = pi.
5.2 Disordered Structure
Given the FEM analysis of periodic structures framework, disorder is intro-
duced in the cross section of the array of wires and the propagation is studied
in the quasi-periodic structure. Figure 5.4 depicts the disordered array, where
the width of the wires changes from wire to wire following the equation:
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Figure 5.4: Side view of disordered periodic structure where the cross-
section of the wires change in each unit cell.
l (n) = l¯ (1 +X (n)) (5.15)
As in the previous chapters, X is a random variable with uniform pdf that
has zero mean and standard deviation σ. The mean value of the width of
the wires is l¯.
Formulation of Chapter 2 is employed to treat the propagation of waves in
the quasi-periodic structure of Fig. 5.4. The small-reflections assumption is
taken for which equation (2.10), reproduced below, computes the propagation
factor of the disordered structure.
γ = lnλ−
∫
ln (q22 (x)) p (x) dx (5.16)
The small-reflections case assumes that attenuation comes from the reflec-
tions produced by the disorder in each particular unit cell and no interactions
between cells are considered.
Coefficient γ from equation (5.16) can also be expressed as follows:
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γ = jkD + αD (5.17)
The real part of γ represents the attenuation per unit cell and this is the
factor that will be found for a range of frequencies of single-mode propaga-
tion. In order to do that, q22, the transmission coefficient of the wave in the
perturbation section of the unit cell, must be described in terms of the ran-
dom variable, X. The probabilistic collocation method presented in Section
2.2 is an adequate tool that can be employed to approximate that function
with a polynomial expansion.
5.2.1 Formulation
Going back to the formulation from Chapter 2, the transmission matrix, T of
a single unit cell can be represented as the product of the ideal transmission
matrix, [To] and a perturbation matrix, [P (n)]:
[T ] = [To] [P (n)] (5.18)
First, consider the transmission matrix of the ideal case, [To]. Given that
the eigenvectors of [To] are sorted in matrix [D], we can obtain a set of
eigenvalues performing the following operation:
[D]−1 [To] [D] = Λ =
[
λ 0
0 λ−1
]
(5.19)
where λ is the eigenvalue of the mode propagating to the right while, λ−1 is
the eigenvalues of the mode propagating to the left. These modes correspond
to the transverse electromagnetic (TEM) polarization, where the electric field
is along the z axis of Fig. 5.4 and the magnetic field has only a y component.
If a small disorder is applied to the unit cell, matrix [T ] is obtained. Then,
performing the same operation, as (5.19), we have
[D]−1 [T ] [D] = [D]−1 [To] [P (n)] [D] = [D]
−1 [To] [D] [D]
−1 [P (n)] [D]
(5.20)
[D]−1 [T ] [D] = Λ [Q (n)] (5.21)
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Thus, matrix [Q (n)] is found:
[Q (n)] = Λ−1 [D]−1 [T ] [D] (5.22)
Then, parameter q22 is the coefficient of matrix [Q (n)] at the position (2, 2).
This operation is iteratively performed following the probabilistic collocation
method (PCM), detailed in Chapter 2, to find a truncated polynomial qˆ22 (x)
in function of the random variable X, which is characterized by a uniform
probability density function with mean zero and standard deviation 0.45.
Polynomial qˆ22 (x) is then plugged into (5.16) to find the attenuation per
unit cell of the disordered structure.
5.2.2 Results
In the present study, a PCM algorithm was applied to generate polynomial
expansions of fifth order that approximate parameter q22 (x) with a polyno-
mial qˆ22 (x) of order 5. This approach gives accurate results and a relatively
small number of simulations are required. In fact, the FEM solver used to
compute matrix [T ] for a single unit cell, needs to be run only 5 times for
each frequency, in contrast with Monte Carlo simulation that performed 50
iterations to solve disordered chains of 20 unit cells and gives similar results
to our approach (see Fig. 5.6).
Figure 5.5 shows plots of polynomial approximations, qˆ22 (x), at three dif-
ferent frequency values of the stop band. Also, some actual values of pa-
rameter q22 (x) are plotted and a good agreement is observed. It is not
surprising to see that these polynomials are exactly 1 for the values of ran-
dom variable X equal to zero, which means that there is no perturbation,
and matrix [Q (n)] is the identity matrix. Polynomials have larger values
as |X| increases, meaning that there is more disorder in the system. As a
function of frequency, polynomials qˆ22 (x) increase their values, resulting in
larger attenuation factor as seen in Fig. 5.6.
The real part of propagation factor given in (5.16) quantifies the attenu-
ation of a wave propagating in the periodic structure. Figure 5.6 presents
the attenuation per unit cell of a wave in the structure detailed in Fig. 5.4.
The results are compared to the ideal case, which has zero attenuation in
the pass band, and results from a Monte Carlo simulation are also incorpo-
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Figure 5.5: Coefficient q22 (x) for three frequency values. The solid lines
represent the PCM expansion of fifth order, qˆ22 (x) and symbols *,◦, are
the actual values of parameter q22 (x).
rated to demonstrate the accuracy of the proposed approach. The Monte
Carlo simulation, much more expensive than the proposed method, employs
a chain of 20 unit cells to perform 50 realizations. It is clear from Fig. 5.6
that our small-reflections approximation of the attenuation in the first pass
band of a disordered periodic array has a close agreement with the Monte
Carlo simulation, which makes the proposed perturbation method a better
candidate to study disorder in periodic structures due to the reduction in
computation time that the method provides combined with its great accu-
racy.
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CHAPTER 6
CONCLUSIONS
In the present thesis, the problem of disorder in periodic structure has been
addressed. The thesis employed a statistical formulation that employs lo-
calization theory to compare an effective attenuation factor to quantify the
impact of disorder on the propagation attributes of the structure. This at-
tenuation occurs even in the pass band of the ideal structure and happens
due to reflections that the variability in the periodicity introduces. Specific
cases of periodic devices that were studied using the proposed methodology
included: negative-refractive-index (NRI) transmission-line based metama-
terials, Veselago lenses, and periodic interconnect structure.
First, localization theory was used to assess the impact of variability on
the electromagnetic attributes of transmission-line based NRI metamaterial
structures. For transmission-line structures the ability to use closed-form ex-
pressions for the transmission matrices defining the unit cell of the structure
under the assumption of one-dimensional propagation was exploited for the
explicit incorporation of the variability in the properties of the structure in
terms of analytic expressions for the elements of the transmission matrices.
This fact, together with the availability of a statistical analysis framework
that yields closed-form expressions for the average attenuation constant per
unit cell caused by the random disorder, provided us with a convenient and
expedient means to assess the impact of such variability on the pass band
characteristics of such structures. It was shown that, while the disordered
periodic structure preserves its negative refraction index attribute, a finite
attenuation is present over the pass band. This attenuation is dependent on
the actual source of variability in the unit cell. The computational efficiency
of the statistical analysis framework lends itself to an expedient investiga-
tion of the impact of such variability and the optimization of the structure
parameters for mitigating or minimizing undesirable effects.
The results of the NRI transmission-line metamaterial structure were used
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to analyze the effects of material disorder in the performance of a super-
resolving lens. More specifically, equivalent electromagnetic properties were
extracted from the electromagnetic transmission properties results of a dis-
ordered NRI medium and used for the description of a homogeneous medium
with negative refractive index. By solving Maxwell’s equations, the field at
the image plane was computed for different cases of disorder, quantified in
terms of a normal distribution for the equivalent lumped impedance of the
medium with a variable standard deviation. The degradation of the beam
was expressed in terms of the width of the power beam and its peak value.
Considerable degradation was observed for standard deviation larger than
0.1. This study demonstrated the usefulness of the proposed model to the
quantitative assessment of the effect of disorder on the performance of meta-
material enabled devices.
Finally, the proposed methodology was extended to the electromagnetic
analysis of periodic structures of high geometric complexity that necessitates
the use of a numerical modeling method such as finite elements. Our pre-
liminary application was the analysis of the impact of geometric disorder
in a parallel plate waveguide periodically loaded with conducting wires of
rectangular cross section. The results obtained demonstrate the feasibility of
the method to handle structure of high complexity. A more comprehensive
pursuit of such modeling is currently under way.
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